The hitch umbrella!
Installation Instructions
ATTENTION: Always follow safety instructions and heed warnings located on bottom of
TAILBRELLA® rail and contained in these Installation Instructions.
1. ALWAYS fully open tailgate or back hatch/door of vehicle prior to installing TAILBRELLA® rail
and umbrella. Attempting to open tailgate or back hatch/door of vehicle after installation of
TAILBRELLA® rail and umbrella may cause damage to your vehicle and/or TAILBRELLA®
rail and umbrella.
2. Install TAILBRELLA® rail into vehicle hitch receiver. Align to desired position. Secure with
5/8th hitch pin and retaining clip.
3. Install lower umbrella pole and ensure pushbutton snaps into selected hole.
4. Optional: If you purchased a TAILBRELLA® table, slide the table onto the top of lower pole
and set to desired position.
5. Install TAILBRELLA® umbrella and ensure quick-lock and release pushbutton, located at the
top of the lower pole, securely snaps into existing hole.
WARNING: The safe use of this product is critical in order to prevent accidents, injuries and/or damage
and is beyond the control of TAILBRELLA®, LLC. The user is solely responsible for determining safe
use. TailBrella® LLC is not designed for use in windy conditions. Only set up this product where
and when it is safe to do so, after carefully considering your surroundings and outdoor conditions. Ensure
all safety pins and push buttons are properly engaged and locked to help the attachment and/or umbrella
remain in place. The liability of this product is limited to the purchase price if there proves to be defective
material and or workmanship. User assumes all other risk with use. Do not use during inclement
weather. The TAILBRELLA® rail is not designed for use with any other umbrella. Only use authorized
TAILBRELLA® umbrellas with this device as they are equipped with a quick-lock and release push
button that helps lock the umbrella into the TAILBRELLA® rail. TAILBRELLA® LLC makes no
guarantees as to the safety or effectiveness of the quick-lock and release pushbuttons and is not
responsible for preventing unwanted or unexpected lifting of the umbrella from the TAILBRELLA® rail
by any force including those produced by human intervention, acts of nature, or other mechanical or
material failures. Never attempt to tow with any TAILBRELLA® products and never place a vehicle in
motion while any TAILBRELLA® products are installed on vehicle.
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